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Mandie enthusiasts and new Mandie fans will love Volume Four of the Mandie Collection, as

readers travel with Mandie, her friends, and her grandmother through Europe. Mystery and

adventure await them at every stop, including a burglary at the Catacombs in Rome in Mandie and

the Silent Catacombs and an ancient juniper tree that is said to mysteriously jump at a castle in

Germany in Mandie and the Jumping Juniper. This volume also includes Mandie and the Singing

Chalet, Mandie and the Mysterious Fisherman, and Mandie and the Windmill's Message.
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When I was about 10 yrs old, I received the first, original box set of books 1-5 in the series and was

hooked! (that was about 20 yrs ago :) I was fortunate to have a friend who collected the entire

series, so I was able to borrow the new sets from her or from our local library. Now I have a niece

who is nearing the age that she would enjoy these mysteries so I wanted to have the entire

collection to read together with her and/or let her borrow. I LOVE the fact that the series is now

printed in volumes bound in 1 book (5 books in 1) so that it is fewer individual books to keep track

of. Also, there is something to be said for the accomplishment of reading a book that is over 300

pgs. when you are so young.

I read these books when I was a child. Actually my mom started reading them to my sister and I

before we could read. It has been so much fun rereading them as an adult. I now have started



reading them to my daughter who is four. She doesn't quite understand it all yet, but enjoys it

anyway. I love that it is on my phone (and kindle) because I can have the whole collection and not

need shelf space.

We have been getting the next volume of these books for my daughter at every gift giving

opportunity. She loves them. I wish they were hardback though - the cover gets a lot of abuse with

her reading.

This collection of "books" in one book was a perfect Christmas gift for our daughter! This is a

wonderful series and she loves to read. In fact, after she opened this present she started reading -

through the rest of our gift time!! I like this style of book because there are five-in-one. Instead of

several little books to keep track of there is one book.I would HIGHLY recommend this author, this

series and this style of book. Thank you.

My granddaughter has thoroughly enjoyed each and every one of these series of the Mandie

collection - the 4th being the last one we bought. They are safe to read, but exciting and

adventurous for young people, with good story lines. She can't wait to read all of them.

I love how it is 4 books in one! It makes books so much easier to find! Plus the books are really

good for girls like me. Also the book is good for me because it has stuff about the bible in it. Mandie

teaches many important lessons that we can use in life.

I have read ALL of the Mandie Books from beginning thru Collection 4. I enjoy reading this series so

much, I can't put them down. Christian based Historical Books. And about the Cherokees :-).

I really enjoyed the excitement and thrill of Mandie's adventures! She and her friends always seem

real to me when I read these books! Lois Gladys Leppard is an excellent author.
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